HOW TO PURCHASE A PROMAX PRODUCT ONLINE
HOW TO PURCHASE A PROMAX PRODUCT ONLINE

1. SELECT “PRODUCTS”

2. SELECT “ITEM REQUIRED”

3. ENTER “COLOUR, QUANTITY”

4. SELECT “ADD TO CART”

5. SELECT “SHIPPING METHOD”

6. ENTER “PREMO CODE” IF REQUIRED
HOW TO PURCHASE A PROMAX PRODUCT ONLINE

7 SELECT “UPDATE TOTAL” IF REQUIRED

8 DO NOT LOGIN

9 COMPLETE “QUICK CHECKOUT”

10 ENTER “SHIPPING NOTES” IF REQUIRED

11 CLICK “ACCEPT TERMS & CONDITIONS”

12 SELECT “COMPLETE PAYMENT”
PLACE ORDER

Confirm Order

ORDER SUMMARY

2 x Promax Water Tank 30000L
$7,406.00

Shipping (Standard Delivery, Metropolitan Areas)
$0.00

GST
$576.00

Total (incl. GST)
$7,482.00

BILLING DETAILS

John Doe
High Street
Wellington 6011
New Zealand
02123/4678
john@doe.com

Payment Method
Credit Card or Bank Transfer

SHIPPING DETAILS

Same as Billing Details
Method: Cash

Payment Method
Credit Card or Bank Transfer

Place Order